
The report mirrors the INRTU approach across the themes of knowledge and
standards of living.  INRTU is the largest university in the Irkutsk region focused
on the issues of poverty and equality. The University is taking part in global
developement helping to influence policy and practices and improve people's
lives.

Scholarship programs

In 2020, Russian Government allocated 5 President and
11 Goverment Scolarships to INRTU students.
27 INRTU students have received  British Petroleum Scholarship.

Information about admission, special rights and benefits granted to
applicants is availiable at

http://www.istu.edu/abiturientu/pravila_priema,
http://www.istu.edu/abiturientu/osobye_prava 

INRTU programs against poverty 

2 920 students
Budget-

Funded Admission
 

1539 students
Employer-Sponsored

Admission

5 279 students are 
 provided with financial
support at the sum of
353 890 800 rubles,

342 ones among them
are on complete state

provision.

Student financial support

349 students
were transferred to

Budget-Funded Education

The INRTU Students Trade
Union is a student representative
body uniting  87% of university
ungraduate and graduate
students.

INRTU is committed to ensure that financial issues do not present an obstacle for learners. Our
University generously supports students from low-income households and countries providing free
education, grants, tuition discounts and portfolio contests.

Social programs against poverty
Some events against poverty (and others) are held  at INRTU venues (coworking center, Tochka
Kipeniya, Technopark).

10
scholarship
programs

160
scholarship

holders

21
grantees

5 620 000
rubles

spent on grants and awards 

INRTU Tochka Kipeniya 

Opportunities: carrying out events and meetings, group project
work, space for individual work 

300 sq.m convertible space for team project  work

MariNet
maritime transport
intelligent control

system and the World
Ocean development

technology 

AeroNet
unmanned

aerial vehicle
distributive

system

EnergyNet
distributed power
generation (from

personal power to
smart grid and

smart city)

TechNet
cross-market and -
industry direction

providing technological
support of NTI market
and high-technology

industry

INRTU Technopark

Entry point for technology projects 
300 companies in the Irkutsk region received administraive and consulting support  on
technology commercialization
100 enterprises of the Irkutsk region were supported by the Technopark INRTU scientific and
technical laboratories' services and received technological support
2 950 000 rubles were raised under the programs of the Fund for the Promotion of Innovations

   INRTU provides financial aid to the local community, training for free, helping to launch a
sustainable business http://www.istu.edu/deyatelnost/nauka/

46 research laboratories
24  student associations
INRTU spends 270 000 000 rubles on research and advanced development
7 equiped engineering classrooms

Legal Clinic is a  scientific and creative association of INRTU
students and young scientists obtaining practical skills and
consolidating theoretical knowledge in the professional field
by providing free legal assistance to people in need. Students
have the opportunity to gain experience in counseling while
studying. 

1584
applications

967
advisory services

INRTU organizes training and performs programs for everyone to improve access to basic services.
INRTU participates in the development of policies at the local, regional, national and / or global
levels for the implementation of programs and policies against poverty in all its aspects.
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Academic Staff
Salaries

twice as high
comparing to the
regional average

International
Academic Mobility 

 26 students and
academic staff


